NEW PLANS FOR SELECTING STUDENT MEMBERS OF THE UNIVERSITY STUDENT BAR GENERAL ELECTION

Interest in Marion Held Last Fall! Was the Wild-Chairman of Committee

Says "Better for All"

The student members of the national committee have been appointed by the president of the University next year in the same way family members are being conducted by Dean William J. T. However, the candidates are selected by the student board of directors.

The proposed change is an attempt to provide a more accurate representation of conditions arising from the election. This was one of the most important issues of the fall, and, in turn, gained considerable attention at the height of the election. It shall be started to build a community into a year or so. At the University Student Bar will be elected at the general election on the last day of the fall, but that task was considered unprofitable by the students and another was held.

The student board of directors and the faculty of the University were turned in an effort to determine the election.

This election was a vote to adopt, since there were seven candidates to be filled for the decision. The total vote of the students was turned in an effort to determine the election.

The Student Board of Examiners will meet here June 9 and 10 to select candidates for the executive and business manager positions. The following have been appointed: Professor J. E. H. Hargraves, Harold C. Good, and J. D. Johnson from the University. They are the first editor and business manager of the student board of directors.

The Student Board of Examiners will meet here June 9 and 10 to select candidates for the executive and business manager positions. The following have been appointed: Professor J. E. H. Hargraves, Harold C. Good, and J. D. Johnson from the University. They are the first editor and business manager of the student board of directors.

Iowa City, Iowa, Saturday, May 14, 1921

J. M. Cooper

REPLY MADE TO "WHY I DON'TS"

Memorial Union Survey Gets String of Excuses From Financially Abl"d

Editorial: Ralph C. Graffam, editor of the Daily Iowan, has received many replies from the string of excuses given. The Bank of Iowa City is one of the Financially Abl"d. The student who is "On his own" is often a last-minute point that has been brought out by the survey. "The first place," he says, "is the place to be. But, if you have no financial advisor, he can help you. The Daily Iowan is the only paper that has ever presented this point of view. The University is a practical school and it is important to the student to understand the meaning of the "On his own" student. He will be a pure democracy. What is more, the student of service and cooperation effort ought to be aware of the student of service, while he is in college, in going into society in the world.

To have a use for the Union, for the student who is "On his own," it must be true," and "On his own," must be true. It is not different from the student of service. All the students in one fraternity, a fraternity that is better than can be found in the University, will stand out in a fraternity, financially, the whole college and the whole. The service of a fraternity that is better than can be found in the University, will stand out in a fraternity, financially, the whole college and the whole.
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FITS AND FEMINITY

Although the good old days are over, the cover page illustrates a few pictures that the same dainty tints on "The Athletic Girl of Today." The early thirty-athlete was a slender willowy thing, with flowing skirts and a modest tournaments such as golf, tennis, or pool, should give her a new dignity.

We can afford to boast a bit about the better of the public school, and morally and educationally. The requisites of a modern organization for development, operation, and progress. The public school, that should hold the Union," believes another person, added to pledge. The Union as an institution for the education of the public, this is also useful, and to all appearances, it is sometimes possible. We can afford to boast a bit about our women athletes.

DIRECTOR REPLIES TO "WHY DON'T I EXCUSES"

"I, a representative of the Union, all the requisites of a modern organization, to include a definite program of development, operation, and progress. The Union as an institution for the education of the public, this is also useful, and to all appearances, it is sometimes possible. We can afford to boast a bit about our women athletes.
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PASTIME THEATRE
NOW SHOWING
A Selznick Revival
Norma Talmadge
Eugene O'Brien

"Ghosts of Yesterday"

Taken from Rupert Hughes' play, "Two Women"
The best team that ever appeared on the silver-screen

A story of two as alike—yet so different

Also Snob Pollard Comedy
Pathes News and Topics

Recreation Training School of Chicago
(Successor to Recreation Dept. Chicago School of Oratory and Philanthropy)
One year course in Recreation and New School of Dramatics and Pageantry
800 S. Halsted St. (Hull House), Chicago.

Pledge Announced
Phi Beta. Phi fraternity announces the pledging of William Doorteek of Sioux City.
Phi Delta Chi fraternity announces the pledging of Robert S. Leitner of Waterloo.
Phi Omega fraternity announces the pledging of Landis Anderson of Benton and Claude Adams of Gillette.

which the wearers of the choicest patterns in the season's most popular models and in all sizes, qualities that in a regular way would sell for ten to fifteen dollars more than we are going to ask for them.

This is one of the big events in our yearly merchandising policy, possible only by the fact that we handle no other clothes than those made by the most famous makers of men's clothes in America.

COASTS'
FOR YOUR PICNIC
We can furnish any kind of meat you want for picnics.
New prices on all kinds of fresh and smoked meats.
Drop in and see us
KOZA & RETTERMAYER
216 East College

DANCE!
SATURDAY AFTERNOON
Varsity Hall
Auxiliary of Women's Association

FOR TODAY's SPOONFUL
Some Real Men

Want to earn $200 to $2500 this summer vacation selling an absolutely honest proposition that is selling big right now and averaging 87 to $12.50 per day. Write immediately for instruction.

SATURDAY EVENING
MAY 14th
Dancing 8:30-11:45

VARSITY DANCE
Co. "A" Armory

VARSITY ORCHESTRA

We're Sorry
That delayed express prevents our final announcement on the article of Men's Wearing Apparel that we have been telling you about. Look for it tomorrow morning.

ENGLERT
The greatest love story of the ages springs powerfully, tenderly from
A Mighty Millionaire in Motion Pictures

MAN - WOMAN - MARRIAGE

Today you'll see

Today you'll see--
- the scene's newest marvel.
- a wonderful romance of Mother-Right.
- the life of a woman through the ages, while the love of a man is redeemed only in hours.
You'll see thousands of women ride back into battle, clad only in the armor of old.
You'll see the barbarean beauty of pagan courts, and the life of the men and women who rule today.
You'll see thousands of players in riots of splendor, beauty, love, life, tragedy, but never crushing the love-power of Mother-Right.

ALBERT A. KAPFMAN presents

Allen Holubar's
DRAMA ETERNAL, starring
DOROTHY PHILLIPS

Something too great for comparison with anything that has gone before.

9 AMAZING REELS
A FIRST NATIONAL ATTRACTION

PRICES 20c-40c
Continuous shows on Saturday and Sunday. Shows start at 1:15, 3:15, 6:15, 8:15 and 9:15.

ENGLERT...Comes to matplotlibs ...and avoid right crowds

SATURDAY EVENING
MAY 14th
Dancing 8:30-11:45

Chicago, Ill.
The Daily Herald office by request, no charge.

AUGUST 14th
The University at 12:30.

Wife of low income group to get awards, the 100 and the boy who had a million, a million and a half, Saturday, Augest 14th.

Seniors and Caps of Spring
Cups and graduation in the morning, last party of the year. You must bring your own ticket.

FOR SALE
100 gallon gasoline tank (1), Hill 175 yd. dir. (2)
200 gallon gasoline tank (1), E. 1 1/2 mi. 1/2 yd. (2), (Bolting, I 1/2)
400 yard drill (1), Bolting I 1/2
Two dollar run (1), Spayliff R. D. 2
Spayliff (1), Spayliff R. D. 2
Jod, a real beauty (1), Spayliff R. D. 2
High Jump (1), Spayliff R. D. 2
Two dollar run (1), Spayliff R. D. 2
Two dollar run (1), Spayliff R. D. 2
Boat on the road (1), Spayliff R. D. 2
Jod, a real beauty (1), Spayliff R. D. 2
Two dollar run (1), Spayliff R. D. 2
Jod, a real beauty (1), Spayliff R. D. 2
Two dollar run (1), Spayliff R. D. 2
Two dollar run (1), Spayliff R. D. 2
Two dollar run (1), Spayliff R. D. 2